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We consider a centralized multisensor online quickest disorder detection problem where the observation from each sensor is
a Wiener process gaining a constant drift at a common unobservable disorder time. The objective is to detect the disorder
time as quickly as possible with small probability of false alarms. Unlike the earlier work on multisensor change detection
problems, we assume that the observer can apply a sequential sensor installation policy. At any time before a disorder alarm
is raised, the observer can install new sensors to collect additional signals. The sensors are statistically identical, and there
is a fixed installation cost per sensor. We propose a Bayesian formulation of the problem. We identify an optimal policy
consisting of a sequential sensor installation strategy and an alarm time, which minimize a linear Bayes risk of detection
delay, false alarm, and new sensor installations. We also provide a numerical algorithm and illustrate it on examples. Our
numerical examples show that significant reduction in the Bayes risk can be attained compared to the case where we apply
a static sensor policy only. In some examples, the optimal sequential sensor installation policy starts with 30% less number
of sensors than the optimal static sensor installation policy and the total percentage savings reach to 12%.
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1. Introduction. Suppose that we simultaneously collect observations from l-many identical sensors, each






+1 t ≥ 01 i = 11 : : : 1 l1 (1)
where the W 4i5’s are independent Wiener processes,  6= 0 is a given constant, and ä is an unobservable random
variable with the prior distribution
8ä = 09= and 8ä > t9= 41 −5e−t1 t ≥ 0 (2)
for known  ∈ 60115 and  > 0. The random variable ä is the time of the onset of a new regime, and the
objective is to detect this disorder as quickly as possible after it happens, based solely on our observations.
We assume that at any time before we declare a change, we can install new sensor(s) in order to enrich our
observations at a fixed cost of b per sensor. Each additional sensor is identical to those already in place and
contributes another process of the form in (1).
Let = 411 21 : : : 5 denote a sensor installation policy where i is the installation time of the ith additional
sensor, and let 4t5 2=
∑
i≥1 18i≤t9 be the number of additional sensors deployed by time t for t ≥ 0. If we raise
the disorder alarm at some time  , then the cost of additional sensors is b45, and together with the costs of
detection delay and false alarms we incur a total expected cost of
R1 4l15 2= Ɛ618<ä9 + c4 −ä5
+
+ b4571 (3)
where c > 0 is the unit cost of delay. Here, without loss of generality we assume that the cost of false alarm
event is one.
In this setup, our objective is to find a sequential installation policy  and an alarm time  that will minimize
the Bayes risk in (3). Clearly, the installation time i of the ith sensor, i ≥ 1 must be a stopping time of the
observations generated by the already installed l+ i− 1 sensors, and the alarm time  must be a stopping time
of the observation filtration associated with the given policy .
As the Bayes risk in (3) is minimized, our formulation always allows the option to instantaneously install
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sensor installations over time may further reduce the Bayes risk. We later report in §6 on several numerical
examples that optimal sequential sensor installation policy starts with up to 30% less numbers of sensors than
the optimal static installation policy and total percentage savings can reach up to 12%. Those concrete savings
in numerical examples show the importance of the joint Bayesian sequential change detection and sequential
sensor installation problem.
The minimization of the Bayes risk formulation in (3) tries to find the best strike between the total expected
monetary investment into sensors and expected losses due to untimely disorder alarms. The minimization of
the same Bayes risk is also the most natural intermediate step to take in order to minimize the expected total
detection delay time
Ɛ4 −ä5+
over alarm time  and sensor installation policy , subject to strict false alarm and budget constraints
8 <ä9≤  and Ɛ6b457≤ B1
respectively, for some fixed acceptable level of false alarm rate 0 << 1 and for some maximum total monetary
budget B available for purchasing and installing new sensors. This constrained optimization problem is naturally
attacked by solving its Lagrange relaxation, which boils down to the minimization of the Bayes risk in (3) for
appropriate choices of c and b values.
Various other forms of change detection problems have been studied extensively in the literature because of
their important applications including, for example, the intrusion detection in computer networks and security
systems, threat detection in national defense, fault detection in industrial processes, detecting a change in risk
characteristics of financial instruments, detecting a change in the reliability of mechanical systems, detecting
the onset of an epidemic in biomedical signal processing, and others. We refer the reader to the monographs of
Basseville and Nikiforov [3], Peskir and Shiryaev [25], Poor and Hadjiliadis [26], and the references therein for
those applications and also for an extensive review of the earlier work on sequential change detection.
Considering the applications in environment monitoring and surveillance, there has been a growing interest in
the multisensor change detection problems; see, for example, Crow and Schwartz [11], Blum et al. [7, Section
V-D], Veeravalli [37], Tartakovsky and Veeravalli [34, 35, 36], Chamberland and Veeravalli [10], Mei [23],
Moustakides [24], Tartakovsky and Polunchenko [33], and Raghavan and Veeravalli [27], who consider both
centralized and decentralized versions. In the centralized settings, signals from the sensors are perfectly trans-
mitted to a fusion center, where all the information is processed, and a detection decision is made accordingly.
In decentralized settings, on the other hand, sensors send quantized versions of their observations to the fusion
center, and the detection decision is based on that partial information. Such a formulation is more suitable in
applications where sensors are geographically dispersed and there are constraints on the communication (like
bandwidth restrictions). In those problems, quantization schemes are also part of the decisions to be made by
the observers.
In the above-mentioned works on multisensor problems, it is commonly assumed that the total number of
sensors are fixed in advance. The sensors are already in place at t = 0, and the detection decision is based on
the signals received from them only. However, compared to such a static strategy, applying a sequential sensor
installation policy starting with l = 0 sensor may significantly improve the effectiveness of the disorder detection
decisions because the observer can install additional sensors if and when additional information proves to be
useful. Table 1 in §6 displays several numerical examples for which the percentage savings of optimal sequential
sensor installation policies over optimal static sensor installation policies are higher than 11%.
To the best of our knowledge, the combined problem of sequential sensor installation and detection has not
been addressed in the literature beforehand. In the current paper, we formulate this problem in a centralized
Bayesian setting under the assumption that the observations consist of Brownian motions. The formulation with
Brownian motions can be useful when the observations collected from different sensors are in the form of
continuously vibrating/oscillating signals whose quadratic variations depend linearly on time. In the decentralized
version of the problem, which we do not address here, the method developed here clearly does not apply. For
instance, when a finite-alphabet quantization scheme for the likelihood ratio process is used at each sensor as
in, for example, Veeravalli [37], the observations at the fusion center appear as piecewise-constant processes
with jumps at random times. This requires different techniques than those we developed here for the continuous
Brownian observations.
The classical disorder detection problem for the Brownian motion in a Bayesian setting is originally introduced
and solved by Shiryaev [30, 31]. Its multisensor extension is studied by Dayanik et al. [14]. In the meantime,
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under a finite-horizon constraint. Recently, Sezer [28] and Dayanik [12] considered the extensions of the infinite
horizon problem with different observation structures; Sezer [28] assumes that the change time coincides with
one of the arrival times of an observable Poisson process whereas Dayanik [12] assumes that the observations are
taken at discrete points in time. In the non-Bayesian formulation, on the other hand, the optimality of cumulative
sum (CUSUM) rule is established by Shiryaev [32] and Beibel [5], and the extension of the problem with
multiple alternatives on the value of the drift after the change is studied by Hadjiliadis [18] and Hadjiliadis and
Moustakides [19]. The latter also establishes the asymptotic optimality of a 2-CUSUM rule when the drift after
the change can be one of two given values with opposite signs. The reader may refer to Hadjiliadis et al. [20]
and Zhang et al. [39, 40] for recent models with multiple (static) sensors having nonidentical change times, and
the references therein for earlier related work in the non-Bayesian framework. For the asymptotic optimality of
the Shiryaev’s procedure in general continuous time models (not necessarily with Brownian observations) Baron
and Tartakovsky [2] can be consulted.
The Bayesian formulation and the solution of the combined problem of sequential sensor installation and the
Wiener disorder detection are the contributions of the current paper. Here, we solve the problem by transforming
it into an optimal multiple stopping problem for the conditional probability process ç, which gives the posterior
probability distribution of the disorder event. By means of a dynamic programming operator, the optimal multiple
stopping problem is turned into a sequence of classical optimal stopping problems. Carmona and Dayanik [8] and
Dayanik and Ludkovski [13] used similar approaches to solve multiple-exercise American-type financial options.
However, unlike the other optimal multiple stopping problems, the problem we encountered in this study hosts
a controlled stochastic process, ç, whose dynamics are not fixed, but change every time the control is applied;
namely, every time a new sensor is installed. The structure of the candidate solution was not obvious and guessed
after studying the special structure of the family of optimal quickest detection and static installation problems
indexed by the number of sensors in use. For each value of the number of sensors currently in use, the candidate
solution satisfies a special differential equation in the no-action space and is constructed by continuously pasting
the derivative of the candidate value function at the critical boundaries of candidate sequential installation policy.
The construction was complicated by the fact that, as the number of sensors in use changes, the corresponding
action spaces can be one- or two-sided and the corresponding no-action spaces can be nested or not nested. We
have overcome all of those difficulties and given a precise algorithm to construct the candidates for the minimal
Bayes risk and optimal sequential change detection and sensor installation policy, and then use their properties
to run a verification lemma by applying Itô rule directly. With this outlined solution approach, the paper is
significantly different from other papers in the literature on optimal multiple stopping.
For a given initial number of sensors l, we show that the optimal policy depends on the fixed installation
cost b of a new sensor. If b is high, then we never add any new sensor and we simply apply the classical
one-sided disorder detection policy of Shiryaev [30, 31]. If the cost b is low, then there exist two threshold
points 0 < B∗l < A
∗
l < 1 such that it is optimal to continue and collect observations as long as the conditional
probability process stays in the interval 4B∗l 1A
∗
l 5. If ç reaches 6A
∗
l 117 first, the problem terminates with disorder
detection alarm. Otherwise, at the entrance of ç into the interval 601B∗l 7, it is optimal to install a new sensor
and proceed optimally with l + 1 sensors. Our numerical results indicate that the intervals 4B∗l 1A
∗
l 5’s are not
necessarily nested; see, for example, Figure 5 in §6. Therefore, it may sometimes be optimal to add more than
one sensor at once.
In §2, a formal description of the problem is given. The conditional probability process and its dynamics are
also provided. In §3, we revisit the static multisensor disorder problem (with a fixed number of sensors already
installed at the beginning) and review the structure of its solution. In §4, we introduce a dynamic programming
operator, which itself turns out to be the value function of a special one-dimensional optimal stopping problem.
By means of the dynamic-programming operator, we construct the smallest Bayes risk and describe an optimal
policy in §5. In §6 we conclude with some numerical examples. Finally, in §7, we discuss some extensions.
2. Problem statement. Let 4ì1H15 be a probability space hosting independent Wiener processes
W 4151W 4251 : : : , and an independent random variable ä with zero-modified exponential distribution
8ä = 09= and 8ä > t9= 41 −5e−t1 t ≥ 0






+ for every t ≥ 0 and i ≥ 1,
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Suppose that the time ä is unobservable and we would like to detect it using the continuously observed
signals Xi’s received only from the deployed sensors. Suppose that we start at time t = 0 with l-many sen-
sors already in place yielding observations from X415t 1 : : : 1X
4l5
t , t ≥ 0. At times 1 ≤ 2 ≤ · · · of our choice,











5t≥01 : : : , respectively. An admissible sensor installation policy consists of




16i154t51 t ≥ 01
where the sensor installation times i’s are the stopping times of the appropriate filtrations constructed as follows.
Let 0 be the no-new-sensor policy with 04t5≡ 0 for every t ≥ 0. For every n≥ 1, let




16i154t51 t ≥ 0
be an installation policy of at most n-sensors. Let l1 0 ≡ 4Fl1 0t 5t≥0 be defined as
Fl1 0t =
{
81ì91 if l = 0
4X415s 1 : : : 1X
4l5
s 30 ≤ s ≤ t51 if l ≥ 1
}
1 t ≥ 03
namely, as the information generated by the sensors already in place. Then, inductively for every n≥ 1, n is a








1 0 ≤ s ≤ t5 for every t ≥ 00
Therefore, n is also a stopping time of 
l1 n1l1 n+11 : : : and is independent of W 4l+n51W 4l+n+151 : : : 0
In plain words, l1 n represents the information stream generated by installing at most n new sensors at
times 11 : : : 1 n according to the installation strategy n. We define the observation filtration, 
l1  ≡ 4Fl1 t 5t≥0
associated with an admissible strategy  as







for every t ≥ 00
Observe that
8n ≤ t < n+19∩F
l1 
t = 8n ≤ t < n+19∩F
l1 m
t for every t ≥ 01 m≥ n≥ 01 and l ≥ 01 (4)
and n ∈  is a stopping time of 
l1  for every n≥ 0.
Let ã denote the collection of admissible sensor installation policies. For every policy  ∈ ã and stopping
time  of the filtration l1  generated under , let us define the Bayes risk
R1 4l15 2= Ɛ618<ä9 + c 4 −ä5
+
+ b457
as the expected total cost of false alarm frequency, detection delay, and sensor installations for some known
constant c > 0. Our objective is to compute the smallest Bayes risk
V 4l15 2= inf
∈ã1∈l1 
R14l151 l ≥ 01  ∈ 601151 (5)
and find an optimal sensor installation strategy ∗ ∈ ã and an optimal alarm time ∗ ∈ l1 
∗
that attain the
infimum in (5), if such pairs exist.
For every l ≥ 0 and  ∈ã, let us define the posterior probability processes
çl1 t 2=8ä ≤ t F
l1 
t 91 t ≥ 01 (6)
which is a bounded 41l1 5-submartingale with the last element çl1 

= 1 a.s. thanks to (2). Using standard
arguments of Shiryaev [31, Chapter 4], one can show that the Bayes risk above can be written in terms of the
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where Ɛ denotes the expectation with respect to the measure  under which the random variable ä has the
distribution in (2); that is, çl1 0 = for any  ∈ã. Therefore, the problem of finding an optimal detection policy
is equivalent to finding a pair 41 5 minimizing the expectation in (7).
Following the usual change-of-measure technique as in, for example, Dayanik et al. [14, Section 2], it can be
shown that the process çl1  satisfies














t dt51 t ≥ 00 (8)










Then the dynamics in (8) imply that over the time interval 6n1 n+15 the process ç
l1  behaves as a one-
dimensional diffusion process with drift and volatility
a45 2= 41 −5 and 24l+ n15 2= 4l+ n52241 −521 respectively. (9)
3. Wiener disorder problem with static monitoring. Suppose that l-many sensors are already in place
and there is no option to install new sensors. This problem has been solved by Shiryaev [30, 31] for l = 1 (see
also Peskir and Shiryaev [25, Section 22]) and the extension to l ≥ 2 is provided in Dayanik et al. [14]. Let çl
denote the conditional probability process of the static problem; namely,
çlt ≡ç
l1 0
t for every t ≥ 0 and l ≥ 01 and 
l
= l1 0 0
The çl process evolves according to
çl0 =1 dç
l












t dt51 t ≥ 0. (10)










4l1 z5dz1 for  <Al

































with 40+5= − and 41−5= +. For l = 0 the solution in (11) still holds provided that we set the integral
in (12) to zero. The mapping  7→ 4l15 is strictly decreasing with boundary conditions 4l10+5 = 0 and
4l11−5= −. Therefore, the unique root Al of the equation 4l15= −1 always exists and lies in the interval
Al ∈ 6/4+ c5115.
For every l ≥ 0, the mapping  7→U4l15 is concave and strictly decreasing on 60117. It is strictly concave
on 601Al5. It satisfies the variational inequalities
{
U4l15 < 1 −
L6U 74l15+ c = 0
}
1  ∈ 401Al51
{
U4l15 = 1 −
L6U 74l15+ c > 0
}
1  ∈ 4Al1151
(13)
in terms of the operator
L6f 74l15 2= a45f45+
1
2
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defined for a smooth function f 4·5 on 60117. Using standard verification arguments with the variational inequal-
ities in (13), one can show that the first exit time of çl from the interval 601Al5 is an optimal disorder detection
time.
It is easy to see from (12) that l 7→ 4l15 is strictly increasing for  ∈ 40115. Hence, l 7→ U4l15 is
nonincreasing as expected. That is, when there are more sensors, the optimal Bayes risk is smaller and the
observer can better distinguish pre- and post-disorder regimes. In the limiting case as l → , we have 4l15↗
0 for  < 1 due to the dominated convergence theorem, and U4l15 ↘ 0 due to the bounded convergence
theorem. That is, as the number l of initially deployed sensors increases, the Bayes risk vanishes.
Lemma 3.1. For l1 < l2, we have 4l21 ·5 > 4l11 ·5 on 40115, and therefore Al1 < Al2 . On the interval
 ∈ 6Al2117, it is obvious that U4l115 = U4l215 = 1 − . For  ∈ 6Al11Al25, we have U4l115 = −1 <
4l215 = U4l215. Hence,  7→ U4l115−U4l215 is strictly decreasing on this interval. On 401Al15, we
have
U4l115−U4l215= 4l115−4l215 < 01
and  7→U4l115−U4l215 is strictly decreasing on this interval as well.
Remark 3.1. As  decreases, a decision maker will observe two separate regimes with higher probability, in
which case we intuitively expect additional sensors to be more useful. Lemma 3.1 indeed confirms this intuition,
and this suggests that it should be optimal to add a new sensor only when the conditional probability process
çl1 · is low enough provided that the cost of a new sensor is not high. In §5, we indeed verify that the solution
has this structure.
4. Dynamic programming operator. At the first decision time an observer will either raise the detection
alarm or install an additional sensor. If an alarm is raised first then the detection problem terminates, otherwise
it regenerates itself with a new posterior probability and one extra already deployed sensor. Therefore, we expect
the value function V 4 · 1 · 5 to satisfy






cçlt dt + 18<1941 −ç
l











cçlt dt + min81 −ç
l




≡D6V 4l+ 11 ·574l15
(15)
in terms of the operator






cçlt dt + min81 −ç
l





defined for a bounded Borel function f 4 · 5 on 60117. The problem in (16) is a one-dimensional optimal stopping
problem for the process çl in (10) with running cost c and terminal cost min81 −1 b+ f 459.
Lemma 4.1. Because min81 − 1b + f 459 ≤ 1 − , it is obvious that D6f 74l15 ≤ U4l15 for every
bounded f 4 · 5.
Remark 4.1. For every l ≥ 0 and çl0 =  ∈ 60115, the process ç
l is a submartingale with the last element
çl

= 1 almost surely. For l = 0, it drifts deterministically toward the point 1. For l ≥ 1, it is a diffusion process
and it can be proven as in Dayanik et al. [14, Appendix A1] that the end points 0 and 1 of the state space are,
respectively, entry-but-not-exit and natural boundaries. Moreover, using the dynamics in (10) we obtain
















where r denotes the entrance time of ç
l into the set 6r117 for r < 1. For s ≤ r , 1 −çs ≥ 1 − r and
1 ≥ Ɛ çlt∧r ≥ 41 − r5Ɛ
6t ∧ r 71
which further implies that r is uniformly integrable in  thanks to monotone convergence theorem.
In the remainder of this section, we fix l and construct D6f 74l1 ·5 for a typical function f 4·5 satisfying
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Assumption 4.1. Let f 2 60117 7→ be any fixed function with the following properties:
(i) It is a strictly decreasing and concave function bounded as 0 ≤ f 4 · 5≤U4l+ 11 ·5.
(ii) There exists a point Ā ∈ 6Al117 such that f 45= 1 − for every  ∈ 6Ā117. For  ∈ 601 Ā5,  7→ f 45
is strictly concave and f 45 < 1 −.
(iii) It is twice continuously differentiable except possibly at a finite number of points where it is contin-
uously differentiable. Its derivative f4 · 5 is bounded below by 4l + 11 ·5. Wherever it is twice continuously
differentiable, it satisfies the inequality L6f 74l+ 115+ c ≥ 0, where the operator L is defined in (14).
The concavity of  7→ f 45 implies f4 · 5 ≥ −1, which further yields f4 · 5 ≥ max84l + 11 ·51−19 =
U4l+ 11 ·5. Moreover, we have







wherever f 4 · 5 is twice differentiable; the inequality is strict for  ∈ 401 Ā5 where f is strictly concave.
Using the properties given in Assumption 4.1, we will show that the continuation region of the problem in
(16) is one-sided if b ≥U4l105− f 405, and it is two-sided otherwise. The difference U4l105− f 405 is positive
since f 405 ≤ U4l + 1105 < U4l105; see Lemma 3.1. We also have f4 · 5 ≥ U4l + 11 ·5 ≥ U4l1 ·5. Then the
inequality b ≥U4l105−f 405 implies that b+f 45≥U4l15 for all  ∈ 60117. If we interpret the function f 4·5
as the value function in (5) with l+ 1 sensors already in place, the inequality b + f 4 · 5 ≥ U4l1 ·5 suggests that
adding a new sensor would always be more costly; therefore, we should simply apply the one-sided detection
policy of the static problem in §3.
Theorem 4.1. Under Assumption 4.1, we have f 45≤D6f 74l15≤ b+ f 45, for all  ∈ 60117.
Proof. The inequality D6f 74l15 ≤ b + f 45 is obvious from the definition of D6f 74 · 1 · 5 in (16). To
show the inequality f 45 ≤ D6f 74l15, we recall that f4 · 5 is bounded in 6−1107 and L6f 74l15+ c ≥ 0.
Therefore, when we apply the Itô rule for the process t 7→ f 4çlt5 for a given 
l-stopping time  , we obtain










s ds+ f 4ç
l






cçls ds + min81 −ç
l





which implies that f 45≤D6f 74l15 since  above is arbitrary.
4.1. Explicit solution of (16) for l = 0. The process ç0 is deterministic and solves dç0t /dt = 41 −ç
0
t 5
with ç00 =. Removing the expectation operator in (16) the problem becomes






















































since f4 · 5≥ 411 ·5 by Assumption 4.1 (iii). Note also that 4l15 solves
a454l15+ 12
24l154l15+ c = 0 (19)
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where the last inequality follows because  7→ 4l15 is (strictly) decreasing for every l ≥ 0. This implies that
the infimum is attained at t = 0 and
D6f 74015= min8U40151 b+ f 4591 (20)
which also shows that  7→ D6f 74015 is strictly decreasing and concave as it is the minimum of two such
functions.
Let us first assume that b ≥ U40105 − f 405. In this case, we have b + f 45 ≥ U4015 for all  ∈ 60117,
and D6f 7401 ·5=U401 ·5. Therefore, D6f 7401 ·5 has the explicit form given in (11), and it solves the variational
inequalities in (13). It also satisfies the properties given in Assumption 4.1 with l+ 1 replaced by 0.
Let us next assume that the opposite inequality b < U40105− f 405 holds. On 401A05 ≡ 401/4+ c55, we
have U4015 = 4015 < 4115 ≤ f45, and on 6A01 Ā5, U4015 = −1 < f45 because f 4·5 is strictly
concave on 601 Ā7 and f4Ā−5 = −1. Hence we observe that  7→ b + f 45 − U4015 is strictly increasing
for  ∈ 401 Ā5. Its value at  = 0 is strictly negative by assumption, and its value at  = Ā is clearly equal to
b > 0. Therefore, there exists a point B06f 7 < Ā, at which b+ f 4·5 intersects with U401 ·5, and
D6f 74015= b+ f 45 <U4015 on 601B06f 75,
D6f 74015=U4015 < b+ f 45 on 4B06f 7117.
There also exists a point
A06f 7 2= max8A01 B̄6f 791 where B̄6f 7 2= min8 ∈ 601172 b+ f 45≥ 1 −9< Ā (21)
such that D6f 74015= 1− to the right of the point A06f 7. If b+f 4A05−U401A05≤ 0, then B06f 7=A06f 7=
B̄6f 7. Otherwise B06f 7 < A06f 7=A0 and D6f 74015=U4015 < min8b+f 4511−9 for  ∈ 4B06f 71A06f 75.
In either case D6f 7401 ·5 is strictly concave on 601A06f 75 because of strict concavity of f 4 · 5 and U401 ·5,
respectively, on 601 Ā7 and 601A07.
The function D6f 7401 ·5 is clearly not differentiable at  = B06f 7. At other points, it inherits its smoothness
from f 4 · 5 and U401 ·5; that is, it is twice continuously differentiable except possibly at finitely many points where
it is still continuously differentiable. For  ∈ 401B06f 75⊆ 401 Ā5, we have L6D6f 774015+c =L6f 74015+
c > 0 since f 4 · 5 is strictly concave on this region; see (17). Provided that 4B06f 71A06f 75 6=  (that is,
A06f 7 = A0), on this interval we obviously have L6D6f 774015+ c = L6U 74015+ c = 0. Also, for  ∈
4A06f 7115⊆ 4A0115≡ 4/4+ c5115, D6f 74015= 1 − and L6D6f 774015+ c = −41 −5+ c > 0.
Finally, because f4 · 5 ≥ 411 ·5 by Assumption 4.1 (iii) and U401 ·5 = max8401 ·51−19, it follows that
4D6f 7401 ·55 ≥ 401 ·5 on 40115\8B6f 79. Hence, the function D6f 7401 ·5 satisfies all the properties in Assump-
tion 4.1 with l + 1 replaced by 0, except that it is not differentiable at B06f 7. The following corollary is now
immediate, and it summarizes the case for l = 0.
Proposition 4.1. The function D6f 7401 ·5 is concave and strictly decreasing. If b ≥U40105− f 405, then it
equals U401 ·5 and solves the variational inequalities in (13), and satisfies Assumption 4.1 with l+ 1 replaced
by 0.
If b < U40105− f 405, then it still satisfies Assumption 4.1 with l+ 1 replaced by 0, but is not differentiable
at the intersection point B06f 7 of the functions b+ f 4 · 5 and U401 ·5, and solves the variational inequalities
{
D6f 74015 = b+ f 45 < 1 −
L6D6f 774015+ c > 0
}
1  ∈ 401B06f 751
{
D6f 74015 < min8b+ f 4511 −9
L6D6f 774015+ c = 0
}
1  ∈ 4B06f 71A06f 751
{
D6f 74015 = 1 − < b+ f 45
L6D6f 774015+ c > 0
}
1  ∈ 4A06f 71151
(22)
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4.2. Solution of (16) for l ≥ 1. As in the case for l = 0, let us firstly assume that b ≥U4l105−f 405. Recall
























Using the variational inequalities in (13) it is easy to show that the last infimum above equals the function
U4l15. This implies that D6f 74l15=U4l15 thanks to Lemma 4.1. Hence the function D6f 74l1 ·5 solves the
variational inequalities in (13) and it satisfies Assumption 4.1 with l+ 1 replaced with l.
In the remainder, we solve the problem in the more difficult case where b < U4l105− f 405. For notational
convenience, let us introduce
HB6f 74l15 2= e
42/4l2554B56f4B5−4l1B57e
−42/4l25545
+4l151  ∈ 601171 B ∈ 401 Ā51 (24)







+ c = 01
for  ∈ 40115, and with the condition HB6f 74l1B5= f4B5. (25)
Note that f4B5 ≥ 4l+ 11B5 > 4l1B5, and the mappings  7→ e
−42/2545 and  7→ 4l15 are decreasing.
Hence,  7→HB6f 74l15 is strictly decreasing. As  ↘ 0 and  ↗ 1, HB6f 74l15 goes to  and −, respec-
tively, and its value at  = B is strictly greater than −1 since B < Ā. Therefore, by continuity there exists a
unique point, call åB ∈ 4B115, such that
HB6f 74l1åB5= −1 (26)
and HB6f 74l15 is strictly less (greater) than −1 for  >åB (for  <åB).
Corollary 4.1. Recall that Al is the unique root of the equation 4l15= −1. Since f4B5≥ 4l+11B5 >
4l1B5, it follows that HB6f 74l15 > 4l15 for  < 1, and åB >Al.
Theorem 4.2. The mapping y 7→ e42/4l
2554y56f4y5−4l1 y57 is strictly increasing on 40115. Therefore, for
B1 <B2, HB1 6f 74l15 <HB2 6f 74l15 on  ∈ 40115 and åB1 <åB2 .
Proof. Recall that f4 · 5 is continuous and f4 · 5 may fail to exist at finitely many points only. Hence, it
is enough to show that the derivative of the expression above with respect to y is strictly positive, wherever it




































6−41 − y5+ cy7 > 0









6L6f 74l1 y5+ cy71 (28)
which is again strictly positive (see (17) and the argument following it for strict inequality).
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For B < ≤ 1, this function can also be written as b+ f 4B5+
∫ 
B
GB6f 74l1 z5dz, where
GB6f 74l15 2= max8HB6f 74l151−191  ∈ 601170 (30)
By Theorem 4.2,  7→ e42/4l




and rearranging the terms yields f45 < HB6f 74l15. Clearly, reversing the inequalities gives f45 >
HB6f 74l15 for  > B. Hence, for  ≤ åB the function MB6f 74l1 ·5 can be written as b + f 405 +
∫ 
0 min8f4z51HB6f 74l1 ·59dz, and for 0 ≤ ≤ 1 it can be represented more compactly as
MB6f 74l15= b+ f 405+
∫ 
0
min8f4z51GB6f 74l1 z59dz0 (31)
Lemma 4.2. The function  7→MB6f 74l15 is concave, strictly decreasing, and twice continuously differen-
tiable except possibly at finitely many points where it is continuously differentiable. Moreover (except at those
points) it satisfies
L6MB6f 774l15+ c = 01 for  ∈ 4B1åB51
L6MB6f 774l15+ c > 01 for  ∈ 401B5∪ 4åB1150
(32)
On 601B5, it equals b + f 45 and therefore it is strictly concave. On 4B1åB5, it is strictly less than b + f 45
and strictly concave. Finally, on 4åB117 it is linear with slope −1 and again strictly less than b+ f 45.
Proof. By construction, the function is twice-continuously differentiable except possibly at finitely
many points where it is continuously differentiable. Its derivative is bounded above as 4MB6f 754l15 =
min8f451GB6f 74l159≤ f45 < 0 for  ∈ 40115. Recall that  7→HB6f 74l15 is strictly decreasing. Then
 7→ GB6f 74l15 is obviously nonincreasing and as the minimum of two nonincreasing functions so is  7→
4MB6f 754l15. Hence, 4MB6f 754l1 ·5 is concave and strictly decreasing.
For  <B, MB6f 74l15= b+ f 45, which is strictly concave since B < Ā. We also have L6MB6f 774l15+
c > 0 because f4·5 < 0 on this region (wherever the second derivative exists); see (17).
For  ∈ 4B1åB5, the function  7→ MB6f 74l15 solves L6MB6f 774l15+ c = 0 by construction since its
derivative HB6f 74l1 ·5 solves the Equation (25). HB6f 74l1 ·5 is also strictly decreasing and strictly less than f4 · 5
on this interval. Therefore, the function MB6f 74l1 · 5 is strictly concave and stays below the function b+ f 4 · 5.
On  ∈ 4åB117, MB6f 74l1 ·5 is linear with slope −1 (see (29)). Because MB6f 74l1åB5 < b + f 4åB5 and
f4 · 5≥ −1, it follows that MB6f 74l1 ·5 < b+ f 4 · 5 on this interval as well. Moreover, we have
L6MB6f 774l15+ c = 41 −54−15+ c > 01
since åB >Al ≥A0 ≡ /4+ c5 (see Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 4.1).
Corollary 4.2. The collection of functions 4MB6f 74l1 ·55B∈401 Ā5 is monotone and nondecreasing in B thanks
to the monotonicity of B 7→HB6f 74l1 ·5 and B 7→GB6f 74l1 ·5 (see Theorem 4.2 and the definition of GB6f 74l1 ·5
in (30)). Moreover, for B <, we have




which clearly shows that MB6f 74l15↗ b+ f 45 as B ↗.
Lemma 4.3. The mapping B 7→MB6f 74l115 is continuous and strictly increasing on 401 Ā5. We have
lim
B↘0
MB6f 74l115= b+ f 405−U4l105 < 0 and MB̄6f 76f 74l115 > 01
where B̄6f 7 is given in (21). Therefore there exists a unique B ∈ 401 B̄6f 75 such that MB6f 74l115 is equal to zero.
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Proof. For B1 < B2 < Ā we have GB1 6f 74l1 ·5 ≤ GB2 6f 74l1 ·5, which implies that MB2 6f 74l15 −
MB1 6f 74l15≥ 0 for  ∈ 60117, and that  7→MB2 6f 74l15−MB1 6f 74l15 is nondecreasing. In particular, for
 ∈ 4B11B25, we have
¡6MB2 6f 74l15−MB1 6f 74l157
¡
= min8f451GB2 6f 74l159− min8f451GB1 6f 74l159
= f45−HB1 6f 74l15 > 00
Therefore MB2 6f 74l15−MB1 6f 74l15 > 0 for all  >B1, and with  = 1 this shows that B 7→MB6f 74l115 is
strictly increasing.
Observe that 4B15 7→ min8f451GB6f 74l159 is bounded and jointly continuous on 401 Ā5× 60117. Hence




is continuous on 401 Ā5. As B goes to 0, we have HB6f 74l1 ·5↘ 4l1 ·5 pointwise, and MB6f 74l115↗ b+ f 405+
∫ 1
0 min8f4z51max84l1 z51−199dz thanks to the bounded convergence theorem. Because f4·5 ≥ max84l +







since U4l115 = 0. Therefore, as B goes to 0, MB6f 74l115 decreases and goes to b + f 405−U4l105, which is
strictly negative by assumption.
Recall also that MB̄6f 76f 74l1 B̄6f 75 = b + f 4B̄6f 75 since B̄6f 7 = min8 ∈ 601172 b + f 45 ≥ 1 − 9. More-
over, because B̄6f 7 < Ā, we have 4MB̄6f 76f 754l1 B̄6f 75 = f4B̄6f 75 > −1. Together with the lower bound
4MB̄6f 76f 754l15 ≥ −1 for  ∈ 40115 this implies that the function MB̄6f 76f 754l1 ·5 stays strictly above the
function 1 − for  > B̄6f 7, and therefore MB̄6f 76f 754l115 > 0.
Hence, we conclude that the mapping B 7→ MB6f 74l115 is continuous on 401 Ā5 and strictly decreasing
with limB↘0 MB6f 74l115 = b + f 405 − U4l105 < 0 and MB̄6f 76f 74l115 > 0. Therefore there exists a unique
B ∈ 401 B̄6f 75, for which MB6f 74l115= 0.
For notational convenience let M∗6f 74l1 ·5 denote the function MB6f 74l15 for the unique value of B described
in Lemma 4.3. Corollary 4.3 summarizes the properties of the function M∗6f 74l15. They follow directly from
Lemmata 4.2, 4.3 and Corollary 4.2. Using these properties we show in Remark 4.2 that D6f 74l1 ·5=M∗6f 74l1 ·5.
Hence, to be consistent with the notation in §4.1 (case l = 0), we let Bl6f 7 denote the unique B given in
Lemma 4.3 and Al6f 7 denote the point åBl6f 7.
Corollary 4.3. The function  7→ M∗6f 74l15 is strictly decreasing and concave. It satisfies the varia-
tional inequalities in (32) with B and åBl6f 7 replaced by Al6f 7 and Bl6f 7, respectively.
Because M∗6f 74l115 = 0 and Bl6f 7 < B̄6f 7, we have the bounds 0 ≤ M
∗6f 74l15 ≤ min81 −1b + f 459.
For  ≤ Bl6f 7, it equals b + f 45 < 1 − , it is strictly concave, and we have 4M
∗6f 754l15 = f45 ≥
4l + 115 > 4l15. On 4Bl6f 71Al6f 75, M
∗6f 74l15 is strictly concave and strictly less than min81 − 1
b + f 459. Moreover 4M∗6f 754l15 = HBl6f 76f 74l15 > 4l15 . Finally, for  ≥ Al6f 7, M
∗6f 74l15 equals
1 − < b+ f 45 and we have 4M∗6f 754l15= −1 >4l15 since åBl6f 7 ≡Al6f 7 > Al; see Corollary 4.1.
Remark 4.2. The function M∗6f 74l1 ·5 coincides with the value function D6f 74l1 ·5, and the exit time of çl
from the interval 4Bl6f 71Al6f 75 is an optimal stopping time for the problem in (16).
Proof. The function M∗6f 74l1 ·5 satisfies (32), it equals min8b + f 4511 −9 for  y 4Bl6f 71Al6f 75, and
it is strictly below min8b+ f 4511 −9 for  ∈ 4Bl6f 71Al6f 75. Then the result follows from a straightforward
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The identity D6f 74l1 ·5 = M∗6f 74l1 ·5 in Remark 4.2, the properties of M∗6f 74l1 ·5 in Corollary 4.3, and the
inequality D6f 74l1 ·5 ≤ U4l1 ·5 in Lemma 4.1 imply that  7→ D6f 74l15 satisfies the properties in Assump-
tion 4.1 with l+ 1 replaced by l. Moreover, we have
{
D6f 74l15 = b+ f 45 < 1 −
L6D6f 774l15+ c > 0
}
1  ∈ 401Bl6f 751
{
D6f 74l15 < min8b+ f 4511 −9
L6D6f 774l15+ c = 0
}
1  ∈ 4Bl6f 71Al6f 751
{
D6f 74l15 = 1 − < b+ f 45
L6D6f 774l15+ c > 0
}
1  ∈ 4Al6f 71150
(33)
Corollary 4.2 summarizes the properties of D6f 74l1 ·5 when l ≥ 1, and it concludes §4.
Proposition 4.2. For l ≥ 1, the function D6f 74l1 ·5 satisfies the properties in Assumption 4.1 with l + 1
replaced by l. If b ≥U4l105− f 405, D6f 74l1 ·5 equals U4l1 ·5, and it solves the variational inequalities in (13).
Otherwise it coincides with the function M∗6f 74l1 ·5 and satisfies (33), where Bl6f 7 is the unique B solving
MB6f 74l115= 0 and Al6f 7 is the unique point solving HBl6f 76f 74l1Al6f 75= −1 (see (26)).
5. Construction of the value function. For large values of l we expect that it is never optimal to add
a new sensor as its cost will exceed its benefit (i.e., reduction in the Bayes risk). Therefore, for large l, we
expect to have V 4l1 ·5 = U4l1 ·5 = D6U 4l + 11 ·57 where the last equality holds if U4l1 ·5 ≤ U4l + 11 ·5+ b; see
Proposition 4.2. With this expectation in mind, let us define
Lb 2= max8l ≥ 02 U 4l105−U4l+ 1105 > b9 (34)
with the convention max  = −1, and let us define the function F 4 · 1 · 5 on 8011121 : : : 9× 60117 with
F 4l15=
{
D6F 4l+ 11 ·574l151 for l ≤ Lb,
U4l1 ·51 for l ≥ Lb + 1,
(35)
as a candidate for the value function in (5). Observe that Lb is finite and bounded above by
L̂b 2= min8l ≥ 02 b ≥U4l10590 (36)
For each l ≥ Lb + 1, the function F 4l + 11 ·5 ≡ U4l + 11 ·5 clearly satisfies Assumption 4.1, and U4l105 ≤
F 4l+ 1105+ b by the definition of Lb in (34). Hence, we have D6F 4l+ 11 ·574l1 ·5=U4l1 ·5≡ F 4l1 ·5. Also, the
results in Proposition 4.2 (and Proposition 4.1) about the variational inequalities obviously apply due to identity
F 4l1 ·5≡U4l1 ·5 as well.
For l ≤ Lb, F 4l1 ·5=D6F 4l+11 ·574l1 ·5 by construction. Assumption 4.1 holds by induction since F 4Lb +11 ·5
satisfies the same assumption, and Assumption 4.1 is preserved under the dynamic programming operator. Hence,
the variational inequalities described in Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 are also valid for l ≤ Lb.
Note that if Lb ≥ 0, we have U4Lb105 > U4Lb + 1105 + b ≡ F 4Lb + 1105; see (34), therefore F 4Lb1 ·5 is
different from U4Lb1 ·5. However, for some 0 ≤ l < Lb, the function F 4l1 ·5 may still be equal to U4l1 ·5 as the
inequality U4l105≤ F 4l+ 1105+ b may hold.
Proposition 5.1. We have F 4l1 ·5 = D6F 4l + 11 ·574l1 ·5 for all l ≥ 0. Hence, F 4l + 11 ·5 ≤ F 4l1 ·5 ≤
F 4l+ 11 ·5+ b for all l ≥ 0 thanks to Theorem 4.1.
Proposition 5.2. For every l ≥ 0, let us define
A∗l 2=
{
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where Al is the boundary of the continuation region of the static problem in §3, and Al6F 4l+11 ·571Bl6F 4l+11 ·57
are the points described in Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 with f 4·5 replaced by F 4l+11 ·5. If F 4l+1105+b ≥U4l105
the function F 4l1 ·5 equals U4l1 ·5 and solves the variational inequalities
{
F 4l15 < 1 −
L6F 4l1 ·574l15+ c = 0
}
1  ∈ 401A∗l 51
{
F 4l15 = 1 −
L6F 4l1 ·574l15+ c > 0
}




F 4l15 = b+ F 4l+ 115 < 1 −
L6F 4l1 ·574l15+ c > 0
}
1  ∈ 401B∗l 51
{
F 4l15 < min8b+ F 4l+ 11511 −9
L6F 4l1 ·574l15+ c = 0
}




F 4l15 = 1 − < b+ F 4l+ 115
L6F 4l1 ·574l15+ c > 0
}
1  ∈ 4A∗l 1150
(39)
Using the properties of F 4 · 1 · 5 given in Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 we now prove that the function F 4 · 1 · 5 is
the value function of the problem in (5). We also present an optimal sensor installation and detection policy.
Proposition 5.3. We have V 4l15= F 4l15 for every l ≥ 0 and  ∈ 60115. In terms of the hitting times







inf8t ≥ 03çlt ≤ B
∗





an optimal sensor installation policy ∗ = 4∗1 1 
∗
2 1 : : : 5 and optimal alarm time 
∗ are given by ∗0 ≡ 0,
∗n =
{
4 l+n−1S 18 l+n−1S < l+n−1A 9 + 18 l+n−1A < l+n−1S 95  ∗n−1 if 
∗
n−1 <







4 l+nA 18 l+nA < l+nS 95  ∗n · 18∗n<91
(41)
where t is the shift operator with ç
l
s  t =ç
l
t+s for every t1 s ≥ 0 and l ≥ 0.
Proof. Let  = 411 21 : : : 5 be any admissible sensor installation policy and  be an 
-stopping time.
Then,





∧t5− F 4l1570 (42)






L6F 4l1 ·574l1çl1 s 5ds ≥ Ɛ180≤∧t<19
∫ ∧t
0
4−cçl1 s 5ds1 (43)
and this holds even when l = 0 (recall that F 401 ·5 is not differentiable at B∗0 ; see Proposition 4.1). Next, for
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Substituting the inequalities in (43) and (44) back into (42) yields




4−cçl1 s 5ds − b4 ∧ t5
]
0
Next, using the inequality F 44 ∧ t51çl1 ∧t5≤ 1 −ç
l1 




















thanks to monotone and bounded convergence theorems. This further implies that F 4l15 ≤ V 4l15. For the
policy ∗ and the alarm time ∗ in (41), the inequalities above hold with equalities.
Proposition 5.3 indicates that, for a given number of sensor l ≥ 0 we first check whether U4l105 ≤
V 4l + 1105+ b. If this holds, we do not install any new sensor and we apply the detection policy in §3; that
is, we stop the first time the process çl exceeds the level A∗l = Al. Otherwise, we wait until the exit time of
çl from the interval 4B∗l 1A
∗
l 5. If the detection boundary A
∗
l is crossed first, we stop and declare the change. If
the left boundary B∗l is crossed instead, we instantaneously add a new sensor and proceed optimally with l+ 1








l+1 ≤ · · · 0 However, when they are
well defined, such an ordering does not necessarily hold for sensor thresholds B∗l ’s as our numerical examples
illustrate in the next section. Hence, the continuation regions 4B∗l 1A
∗
l 5’s are not necessarily nested, and upon
hitting a sensor threshold more than one sensor may be added.
If the unit sensor installation cost b is rather small, then the upper bound L̂b in (36) on Lb can be very large.
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Step 0. Compute the upper bound Ľb in (45) on Lb and
Lb = max8l ∈ 601 Ľb53U4l105−U4l+ 1105 > b9
with the convention max  = −1. Set V 4l1 ·5= U4l1 ·5 for every l ≥ Lb + 1. Let A
∗
l =Al and B
∗
l
be undefined for l ≥ Lb. If Lb = −1, stop, otherwise set l = Lb.
Step 1a. If b+V 4l+ 1105≥U4l105, set V 4l1 ·5=U4l1 ·5. Let A∗l =Al and B
∗
l be undefined.
Step 1b. If b+V 4l+ 1105 < U4l105, let B∗l be the unique root of
B 7→ b+V 4l+ 11B5+
∫ 1
B
GB6V 4l+ 11 ·574l1 z5dz= 0
for B ∈ 401 B̄6V 4l+ 11 ·575, where B̄6V 4l+ 11 ·57 is given in (21). Set







b+V 4l+ 1151 if 0 ≤ ≤ B∗l ,
b+V 4l+ 11B∗l 5+
∫ 
B∗l
GB∗l 6V 4l+ 11 ·574l1 z5dz1 if B
∗
l < ≤ 1,
where GB∗l 6V 4l + 11 ·574l1 ·5 is given in (30). Let A
∗
l be the smallest A ∈ 4Al1A
∗
l+15 for which
GB∗l 6V 4l+ 11 ·574l1A5= −1 or unique A ∈ 4Al1A
∗
l+15 such that HB∗l 6V 4l+ 11 ·574l1A5= −1.
Step 2. Replace l with l− 1. If l ≥ 0, go to Step 1; otherwise, stop.
Figure 1. Numerical algorithm to solve the sequential sensor installation problem in (5).
6. Numerical examples. The iterative construction of the value function in §5 is concisely described in
Figure 1. In this section, we use that algorithm to illustrate
(i) savings of optimal sequential sensor installation policies over optimal static sensor installation policies,
(ii) iterations of the method and distinct shapes of no-action spaces,
(iii) shapes of the optimal sensor addition regions as the cost parameters c and b jointly change.
In the basic numerical case, we set = 00001, = 1, c = 001, and b = 0001. In the real applications, quickest
detection of infrequent changes is often of more interest and our choice of the small  indicates that we expect
one change in every 1,000 time units. Later, each parameter is decreased and increased by several folds to
measure the sensitivity of the results to the parameter changes. The range of each parameter over which nontrivial
optimal sequential installation policies exist turns out to belong to some bounded intervals, which we find by
trial and error. We decrease and increase each parameter one at a time by several folds and calculate optimal
static and sequential installation policies as long as optimal sequential sensor installation policy strictly beats
the optimal static sensor policy for at least some values of the prior probability of change at time zero. Those
parameter choices are reported in Table 1 along with maximum percentage savings of optimal sequential policy
over optimal static policy in the sixth column, type of no-action spaces in the sixth column, and the number of
iterations of the algorithm in the last column. The base case corresponds to Case 5 in the same table.
(i) Savings of optimal sequential sensor installation policies over the optimal static sensor installation policies.
The sixth column of Table 1 reports the maximum percentage savings of optimal sequential sensor policies over
the optimal static sensor policies. In the optimal static sensor installation problem, the observer decides on the






for every  ∈ 601170 (46)
In the optimal sequential sensor installation problem, the observer starts with no sensor (l = 0) and adds new
sensors sequentially according to the optimal policy as described in (41). As a result, the total cost of optimal






for every  ∈ 601170 (47)
In (46) and (47), the minima are taken over the number of sensors to be installed at time zero. We define the
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Table 1. Sensitivity analysis.
Case Maximum Nested Number of
no   c b percentage savings no-action spaces? iterations
1 1e−08 11086 Yes 15
2 1e−06 11078 Yes 15
3 1e−05 11033 Yes 15
4 1e−04 10000 Yes 15
5 1e−03 1000 1.00e−01 1.00e−02 8004 Yes 14
6 1e−02 6034 Yes 12
7 1e−01 4058 Yes 10
8 1e+00 1074 Yes 5
9 0025 0000 No 40
10 0030 0070 No 37
11 0050 5047 Yes 26
12 0075 7045 Yes 18
13 1033 8011 Yes 11
1e−03 1000 1.00e−01 1.00e−02 8004 Yes 14
14 2000 7067 Yes 7
15 4000 7075 Yes 4
16 8000 7023 Yes 2
17 10000 6077 Yes 2
18 12000 2080 Yes 1
19 14000 0000 Yes 1
20 1.00e−04 0000 Yes 1
21 1.00e−03 1028 Yes 1
1e−03 1000 1.00e−01 1.00e−02 8004 Yes 14
22 4.00e−01 5090 Yes 28
23 6.50e−01 3020 Yes 35
24 1.00e+00 0017 No 42
25 2.00e−04 5098 Yes 108
26 3.00e−04 6028 Yes 88
27 4.00e−04 6049 Yes 76
28 5.00e−04 6067 Yes 68
29 6.00e−04 6078 Yes 62
30 7.00e−04 6092 Yes 58
31 8.00e−04 7001 Yes 54
32 9.00e−04 7010 Yes 53
33 1.00e−03 7024 Yes 48
1e−03 1000 1.00e−01 1.00e−02 8004 Yes 14
34 3.00e−02 6026 Yes 8
35 5.00e−02 4051 Yes 6
36 1.00e−01 1001 Yes 4
37 1.50e−01 0000 Yes 3
This choice makes easier the comparisons of optimal initial static and sequential sensor numbers. Optimal initial
sensor numbers depend on the prior probability  of a change at or before time zero. These numbers are
calculated and plotted on the left in Figure 2 for the base case as a function of the prior probability  of a change.
The solid and broken step functions give the optimal initial static and sequential sensor numbers, respectively.
The gap between those lines is notable: on the 70% of the entire -region, the optimal sequential installation











} for every  ∈ 60117
of optimal sequential policy over the optimal static policy also depends on the prior probability  of a change
at time zero. Its plot on the right in Figure 2 indicates that the savings can be as large as 8.04% in the base case
example.
Remark 6.1. Observe that the case  = 0 is degenerate in the sense that the optimal sequential and static
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Figure 2. Optimal initial static and sequential sensor numbers (on the left) and percentage savings of optimal sequential policy over the
optimal static policy for the base case example (Case 5 in Table 1).
one sided. This means, for that value of l, V 4l1 ·5 coincides with U4l1 ·5. Hence, optimal sequential policy can
be replicated by the optimal static one. As pointed out in Remark 3.1, sensors are useful when there are two
separate regimes to differentiate. For higher values of , an observer applying a sequential policy delays the
sensor installations. However, when  = 0, the disorder event will occur in the future with probability one, and
the investment in the sensors can be done upfront.













of optimal sequential policies over optimal static policies for each of 37 cases. The largest percentage savings
observed in 37 cases was 11.78% and continues its steady increase as the disorder rate  decreases to zero; see
the upper left plot in Figure 3.
Each panel of Figure 3 reports the maximum percentage savings of optimal sequential policies over optimal
static policies as one of the parameters changes whereas others are kept the same as in Case 5 of Table 1.
In the upper left panel, the percentage savings always increase as the disorder rate  decreases. This is indeed
intuitive; as  decreases, expected waiting time until a change increases. Therefore, there is more time to collect
observations and a sequential policy uses the resources more effectively. As  decreases, the percentage savings
increases to a number near 12%, which can be considered as a significant gain.
The remaining three plots of Figure 3 show that the percentage savings of optimal sequential policies first
increase and then decrease as , c, or b increase.
In the upper right panel, the maximum percentage savings of optimal sequential policy over optimal static
policy is plotted as  changes. The savings are insignificant for very small and very large values of . If 
is very small, then a sensor is very weak and conveys little information. Therefore, both static and sequential
policies lose significant amounts of power and the difference between their performances become minuscule. On
the other hand, as  increases, even a single sensor becomes very vocal in presenting the change, and only very
few sensors become adequate to detect the change time quickly. As a result, the savings of sequential policy
over static policy vanish as  increases. For the intermediate values of , however, the percentage savings of
optimal sequential policies rest on a wide plateau near 8%, which again presents a significant gain.
The maximum percentage savings of optimal sequential policy over optimal static policy as the unit detection
delay cost c varies is displayed in the lower left panel. Once again, the maximum percentage savings vanish if c
is very small or very large. If c is very small, then there is a sufficiently long time to collect many observations
after the change happens. Hence, optimal static policy delays the alarm sufficiently long to reduce the Bayes
risk and its performance approaches to that of the optimal sequential policy (in the extreme c = 0 case, the
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Figure 3. The maximum percentage savings of optimal sequential sensor installation policies over optimal static sensor installation
policies as each parameter in Case 5 of Table 1 varies one at a time.
very early and the sequential sensor installation policy does not have time to flourish. Hence, the savings of
optimal sequential policy is minor for very large c values. For the intermediate c values, however, the maximum
percentage savings of optimal sequential policy reaches 8%.
Finally, the lower right panel of Figure 3 presents the maximum percentage savings of optimal sequential
policy as the unit sensor cost b varies. The savings vanish if b is very small or very large. When the cost of
a sensor is small, one can install a large number of sensors at time t = 0 for a richer set of observations and
reduce the overall Bayes risk. In this case, a static policy will perform well, and additional savings of optimal
sequential policy will be slim. If b is very large, then adding a new sensor will be prohibitively expensive.
Hence, optimal sequential policy is very unlikely to install new sensors after t = 0 either, and the savings of
optimal sequential policy will again vanish.
(ii) Iterations of the solution method and distinct shapes of no-action spaces. Figure 4 displays the value
functions for the optimal sequential (solid) and static (dashed) sensor installation problems on the left and no-
action spaces for the optimal sequential sensor installation problems on the right for Cases 5 (base case), 24,
and 37.
The algorithm in Figure 1 iterates Lb = 14, Lb = 42, and Lb = 3 times, respectively. Therefore, it calculates
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Figure 5. In Case 24 in Table 1 (also middle row in Figure 4), it is optimal to add two or more sensors instantaneously if the number
of sensors in place is 0-to-9.
backward, notice that the gap between V 4l1 ·5 and U4l1 ·5 widens (compare the broken and solid curves on the
left labeled, respectively, with U4l1 ·5 and V 4l105 as l decreases from Lb to 0).
Those three cases are especially picked to illustrate the qualitatively distinct shapes of no-action spaces,
displayed on the right column of Figure 4. The vertical lines are the subintervals of 60117, the state-space of
posterior probability distribution, in which it is optimal to wait according to optimal sequential sensor installation
policy. Therefore, we call each of them a no-action space corresponding to the number of sensors currently in use.
The right-hand end-points of no-action spaces are connected by a solid curve and correspond to alarm thresholds:
if the posterior probability process leaves for the first time the no-action space from the right-hand end-point,
then it is optimal to immediately raise a change alarm. The left-hand end-points of the no-action spaces are
connected with a broken curve and correspond to add-new-sensor thresholds: if the posterior probability process
leaves for the first time the no-action space from the left-hand end-point, then it is optimal to immediately add
a new sensor, in which case the posterior probability process jumps instantaneously and horizontally on to the
next vertical line (or its vertical extension) on the right, and this process continues.
In the upper row (Case 5), a new sensor is optimal to add if 0-to-14 sensors are in place and is not optimal
to add if 15 or more sensors are already in use. The broken add-new-sensor curve is strictly decreasing; hence,
the no-action spaces are nested in the sense that it is never optimal to add two or more sensors simultaneously.
The pictures of Case 24 on the second line of Figure 4 give an example for a not-nested no-action spaces.
In this case, a new sensor is optimal to add if 0-to-42 sensors are in place and is not optimal to add if 43
or more sensors are already in use. More interestingly, the broken add-new-sensor curve firstly increases and
then decreases. That means, the no-action spaces are not nested and therefore, it is sometimes optimal to add
two or more sensors simultaneously. Figure 5 shows in more detail the broken add-new-sensor curve and the
precise number of sensors optimal to add for each possible number of sensors in use; if currently one sensor is
in place and the posterior probability processes reaches the add-new-sensor region, then the optimal action is to
instantaneously install 18 new sensors. In the plot on the left of Figure 5, this action is shown by an arrow that
horizontally transfers the posterior probability process resting at the add-new-sensor boundary for one sensor in
use onto the no-action space corresponding to 1 + 18 = 19 sensors in use.
Finally, the last row of Figure 4 shows the optimal no-action space for Case 37 in Table 1. We now observe
that adding a new sensor is not optimal most of the time. In particular, for l ≥ 3, because of the high cost of an
additional sensor, we do not install any sensor and the functions V 4l1 ·5’s coincide with U4l1 ·5’s.
(iii) Shapes of the optimal sensor addition regions as the cost parameters c and b jointly change. Figure 6
displays optimal add-new-sensor boundary values as a function of the number of sensors in use and the cost
parameters c and b. More precisely, it shows for each fixed number l = 0111215110115120125130 of sensors
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Figure 6. The contour lines of add-new-sensor boundary values as a function of cost parameters c and b for some fixed numbers of
sensors in place for Case 5 in Table 1.
boundary point B∗l ≡ B
∗
l 4c1 b5 on the 4c1 b5-space for the base case example (Case 5 in Table 1). For l = 0, the
contours are hyperbolic types of curves. This implies that no matter how high the value of c (or b) is, there is
always a value of b (or c) for which new sensors are optimal to be installed. However, this structure disappears
if at least one sensor is already in use. For l > 0, in order to justify additional sensor(s) installation, b must
be sufficiently small at every given level of c. In general, the contours show that, for fixed value of c, as b
increases the thresholds decrease and installation of new sensor(s) becomes less attractive.
When b is fixed, in most cases, the threshold firstly increases then decreases as c increases. From small to
moderate values of c because the problem may terminate relatively early, we may also prefer to install the sensors
early. However, after some level, high values of c may hurt the observer and cause her to stop the problem
earlier, in which case installation of new sensors may add very little value and is increasingly discouraged. A
final remark is that as the number of sensors increases, the contour lines flatten out. This suggests that the size
of the region where it is optimal to add new sensors is largely determined by the unit sensor cost b.
7. Some extensions. In our formulation, we assumed for simplicity that all sensors are identical devices
with the same postdisorder drifts, and they yield uncorrelated signals. In practice, the observer may have different
types of sensors (with different postdisorder drifts) available at different prices. This makes the problem even
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such an approach may not be optimal. The problem with correlated observations, on the other hand, can be
reformulated in terms of nonidentical sensors. If we collect observations from l-many sensors in the form
d EXt = Em18≤t9dt +d EWt1 t ≥ 0
for a column vector Em of constants, and an l-dimensional correlated Brownian motion EW having a positive
definite correlation matrix C with S 2= C1/2, then, the scaling EZt ¬ S−1 EWt yields a standard (uncorrelated)
l-dimensional Brownian motion. The observations can therefore be recast as
d EYt = S
−1
Em18≤t9dt +d EZt1 t ≥ 01
as with uncorrelated sensors having possibly nonidentical postdisorder drifts. It is easy to see that an observer
will work with finitely many sensors at most since immediate stopping gives a uniformly bounded Bayes risk
1 − ≤ 1 over  ∈ 60117. Hence it is sufficient to work with a finite dimensional matrix S.
We also assumed that the potential sites/locations for additional sensors are identical for the fusion center. Such
an assumption allows us to obtain an optimal solution without dealing with the problem of best sensor network
configuration every time a sensor is installed. Indeed, there is a separate literature on the optimal placement and
deployment of static and mobile sensors in (especially wireless) sensor networks for better network coverage,
reduced communication cost and energy consumption, more efficient target tracking, better data acquisition,
etc. We refer the reader, for example, to Gonzalez-Banos and Latombe [17], Chakrabarty et al. [9], Zou and
Chakrabarty [41], Dhillon and Chakrabarty [15], Lin and Chiu [22], Sheng et al. [29], Altinel et al. [1], Krause
et al. [21], Baumgartner et al. [4] and the references therein for various models and algorithms on optimal on-site
sensor deployment. Those studies also assume that the number of sensors deployed on the region of interest is
determined (or given) initially at time zero. That is, the problem of sequential installation of new sensors has
not been considered in that line of work, either. Therefore, we believe that the researchers in that area can also
benefit from the novel formulation of the current paper.
The framework presented in the paper can also extended to the mixed Wiener and compound Poisson obser-
vation case as in Dayanik et al. [14]. This corresponds to a setting where we have two types of sensors; one
yielding Brownian observations (as in the current paper), and the other providing compound Poisson observa-
tions whose compensator changes at the disorder time, say, from 0ds × 04dy5 to 1ds × 14dy5 for some
011 > 0 and measures 0 and 1 on B4
d5.
When we collect observations from lW -many Wiener processes X
4151 : : : , X4lW 5 and lP -many point processes
4T 4j5n 1 Y
4j5
n 5n≥1, j = 11 : : : 1 lP , each forming a compound Poisson processes, the conditional probability process





































n 51 t ≥ 01 A ∈B4
d51 j = 11 : : : 1 lP 0
The dynamics in (48) indicate that the effect of an additional Brownian observation is on the volatility
term, whereas a new Poisson process alters the drift term and introduces an additional source of discontinuity.
Therefore, it is not clear what type of sensor one should install when it is optimal to do so. One expects to have
a solution structure in which the answer depends on the current value of the conditional probability process at
this time and the number of sensors in place of each type.
The problem is three dimensional; at any time the current number of Poisson observations/sensors should also
be stored. For the minimization of the Bayes risk in (3) with different cost of sensors bW and bP , respectively,
for Brownian and Poisson observations, the dynamic programming operator takes the form








t dt + min81 −ç
0
 1 bW +V 4lW + 11 lP 1ç
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This problem is difficult not only because the DP operator is an optimal stopping problem for a jump diffusion
but also because the value function needs to be constructed on the three-dimensional space.
Another direction of extension that one can explore is obtained by introducing a running cost term for sensors
in the Bayes risk. If there is a cost of ≥ 0 per unit time for running each sensor, then the static problem with












which is the Lagrangian form of the constrained problem of minimizing the expected delay in detection subject
to false alarm and budget constraints
8 <ä9≤  and lƐ67≤ B1
respectively. The latter constraint is generally omitted in the earlier work on Bayesian change detection because
the focus is primarily on the timely detection of the change (i.e., finding the right balance between late detec-
tion and an early false alarm). This term rather appears in the hypothesis testing formulation of Wald and
Wolfowitz [38], in which there is emphasis in the cost of collecting information. If the cost of running the
sensors are significant, then it may also be included in the formulation of a change-detection problem.
















We already know that  7→ 4l15 is strictly decreasing with boundary conditions 4l10+5= 0 and 4l11−5=
−. Hence,  7→ 4l15 is also strictly decreasing with boundary conditions 4l10+5 = −4l5/ and
4l11−5= −.
If l <  (small observation cost), the unique root Al of the equation 
4l15 = −1 always exists and
lies in the interval 44− l5/4+ c5115. If, however, l ≥  (higher observation cost), U 4l15 = 1 − and
immediate stopping is always an optimal action for all  values. Note that, under the classical formulation with
no proportional running cost, we do not have any case for which immediate stopping is optimal for all  values.
In this new setting, the dynamic programming operator has the form






6cçlt +l7dt + min81 −ç
l




for a concave function f bounded from above by 1 −. The mappings l 7→ 4l1 ·5 and l 7→ U 4l1 ·5 are not
monotone and our analysis in §4 does not hold as it is. Understanding what kind of solution structure this
operator yields requires further analysis, which we leave for future research.
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